Submitting Multiple Drafts through Turnitin

If you would like to allow students to submit multiple drafts through Turnitin, you now can!

How do I enable resubmissions?

1. Create an assignment in LATTE and enable the Turnitin plugin
2. Visit turnitin.com
3. Under the login area, use the ‘forgot password’ feature to set up a password for use with the system directly
4. Sign up with your Brandeis email address
5. Log in
6. Select a class from your Turnitin homepage
7. Select the assignment that you'd like to allow resubmissions for (the assignment you created in LATTE)
8. Select Edit assignment settings from the assignment inbox
9. From the Update Settings page, select "+ Optional Settings"
10. Find the “Generate Similarity Reports for student submission” setting
11. Select “Immediately” (can overwrite reports until due date) from the drop-down menu
12. Hit the Submit button

Need extra help with Similarity Reports? View the Turnitin website or contact latte@brandeis.edu.
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